What’s New In Procore
Here’s what we’ve been up to from July 2019 - September 2019

FEATURED UPDATES

FIELD PRODUCTIVITY

NEW PRODUCT

Simplify payroll

Procore BIM

Make life easier for your payroll teams. Pre-formatted

Allow entire project teams to confidently ‘fly the

payroll exports for Quickbooks Desktop make it faster

model’ and compare field conditions to 3D models

and easier to import data from the Timesheets tool into

and 2D drawings. Using the Models tool within the

your payroll system. Learn more.

Procore iOS app, effortlessly navigate and view
reliable BIM data—helping reduce installation
errors and increase productivity. Learn more.

QUALITY & SAFETY

Get greater insight into your jobsite incidents
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Smart photos

Capture environmental and property damage incidents
within the Incidents tool so you can track and report
everything in one place for greater insight.
Learn more (1), (2)

Leverage machine learning to find and organize data faster
and more efficiently—reducing data entry for the field and
increasing data quality for the admins. Learn more.

Easily document witness statements
Capture the details of anyone that is a witness to a

Punch List Dashboard

jobsite incident, in a reportable manner, regardless of
being in the Procore Directory or not. Learn more.

Your Punch List is the last impression you leave on a project.
Get insight into the performance of your Punch List with the
new Punch List Dashboard to quickly spot potential for risk

Easily add impacted personnel on incidents

and drill into reports to take action immediately. Learn more.

Add personnel to your project within the Incidents tool
with witness statements or affected persons, without
adding them to your directory. Learn more.

DESIGN COORDINATION

Track activity & collaborate in real-time
with coordination hub
Empower project teams to take action, increase

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Import Sage 300 tax groups

communication, and leverage the collective mind with

Import specific Sage 300 CRE tax groups into Procore

new commenting and @mention functionality via a

to apply multiple rates on a single line item and eliminate

centralized activity feed. Learn more.

double entry. Learn more.
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OTHER UPDATES & ENHANCEMENTS

New: Announcements tool on mobile
Improve communication between Procore administrators and users from
directly within the Procore mobile app. Procore administrators now have
the ability to send any type of message to a person or group of people.
Learn more.

Extract Procore data with fewer clicks
With the new Procore Extracts app, you can extract items from all
project tools at once directly to your Windows computer. This application
is an updated experience that aims to more accurately display progress
updates and provide better control of the items you want to extract.
Learn more.

Configurable fields for Directory & RFI tools
Configurable fields within the Directory and RFI tools are now available
so you can capture the data that matters to your team. This capability
allows for better control over data entry when users create and edit
items within these tools. Learn more.

Project level tool configuration
Configure multiple fields within certain Procore tools to optional, required,
or hidden and assign these configurations to different projects. This
allows you to create specific fieldsets that meet the needs of individual
projects or different business units within your company. Learn more.

Additions & updates to the App Marketplace
Our newest integrations include: Procore Imports, Onware Sync,
QR Inventory, GoalCheck.In, EcoDomus, iConstruct Clash, Power
Tools, Frameworks ERP Integration, Sage 100 Contractor Timesheets
Integrator, HoloLive/MobiLive by VisualLive, and MYOB with OneCore.
Visit the App Marketplace to learn more.
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